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0 of 0 review helpful I ve loved every book in this series By Lab Rat I ve loved every book in this series If you are 
looking for a book where the hero goes out and fights bloody battles hand to hand with aliens this is probably NOT the 
book for you The reason I love the series and this book in particular is the way our hero Admiral Geary has to out 
think his opponents The author s grasp on space battles is unma Admiral John ldquo Black Jack rdquo Geary embarks 
on a brand new mission mdash to defend the Alliance from itself mdash in New York Times bestselling author Jack 
Campbell rsquo s latest action packed novel hellip Two Syndicate Worlds star systems have fallen prey to a 
mysterious fleet of warships mdash a fleet controlled entirely by artificial intelligence mdash that is now targeting 
Alliance space The warships are no mystery to Admiral John ldq ldquo Campbell combines the best parts of military 
SF and grand space opera hellip Geary rsquo s Star Trek ndash like mission of exploration sets the fleet up for plenty 
of exciting discoveries and escapades rdquo mdash Publishers Weekly nbs 
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